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If you are concerned about the government's stealth strategy to ban your Second Amendment
rights, better get tuned into this expose by the Second Amendment Committee. The anti-gun
federal government laid the groundwork over 35 years ago against the people's right to keep and
bear arms. They have been waiting for the time they would be able to completely disarm
unsuspecting and ill-prepared American gun owners with a Small Arms Treaty (now ready). The
time they have been waiting for has arrived! If gun owners do not know how their adversaries
intend to operate in destroying the people's safeguards, they will lose in this tragic situation.
Remember what Sun Tzu taught about knowing your enemy! Gun owners will not know how to
stop the government forces until it is over and too late unless they learn about the Page 340
mechanism which the government has engineered to claim that the people have given THEIR
permission for all hand guns to be prohibited. The Page 340 mechanism claims to supersede the
authority, protection and power of the Second Amendment. It virtually destroys the Second
Amendment! People are depending upon the Second Amendment as their lawful Constitutional
safeguard, but it is no longer there for them! The Page 340 mechanism to force people to
surrender their guns is "in place". Only the date of the first deadline for prohibitive government
orders has been changed from 1983 to a more current date. Open the attachment and learn who
the key "engineers" of this fraud have been and are still working to ban ALL guns in a stealth
movement. Americans will lose if they do not understand Page 340's power to completely wipe
out all citizen owned hand guns.

